Motivation: Alternative splicing (AS) serves as a mechanism to create diversity of functional proteins. Increasing evidence indicates that a large portion of genes have
INTRODUCTION
Initial sequencing and analysis of the human genome was done two years ago (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001; Venter et al., 2001) .
For the studies of evolution and function, the major effort has turned to annotating protein-coding genes in genomic sequences. In the last decade, many computational gene prediction methods that use one genomic sequence have been developed. These methods can be classified into three main groups. Firstly, the ab initio approaches based on statistic methods predict genes directly from the genomic sequences according to computational properties of promoters, exons, introns, and other signature features without experimental data. Famous methods of this group include GENSCAN (Burg and Karlin, 1997; 1998) , Genie (Reese et al., 2000) , FGENESH (Solovyev et al., 1995; Salamov and Solovyev, 2000) , GeneID (Parra et al., 2000) , Grail (Xu et al., 1994) , MZEF (Zhang, 1997) , HMMgene (Krogh, 1998; 2000) , and so on. Secondly, the homological approaches based on alignment methods identify genes with alignments between genomic sequences and experimental data such as cDNA or protein databases. Methods of this group include CRASA (Chuang et al., 2003) , AAT (Huang et al., 1997) , GALA (Bailey et al., 1998) , ICE (Pacher et al., 1999) , and so on. Finally, combination tools such as GenomeScan (Yeh et al., 2001) , GeneWise (Birney and Durbin, 2000) , Procrustes (Gelfand et al., 1996; Sze and Pevzner, 1997; Mironov et al., 1998) , FGENESH+ and FGENESH++ (Salamov and Solovyev, 2000) , and GrailEXP_Gawain (Hyatt et al., 2000) combine ab initio prediction with sequence alignment to annotate genes. Yet generally speaking, the accuracy of these prediction tools is not very high.
Specifically, ab initio methods suffer from overprediction and inability to detect AS, while homological methods are compounded by artificial or unprocessed clones in EST databases and require enormous effort to extract true genes from huge sets of EST-matching data. For combination tools, only one gene can be predicted for each genomic sequence and a high level of similarity is required to identify complete genes, thus limiting their utility. In addition, both homological and combination tools consume a large amount of computational power and storage space Yeh et al., 2001; Collins et al., 2003; Guigó and Wiehe, 2003) .
As the mouse genome is nearly completed (Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2002) , cross species genome-scale analyses have been adopted more and more extensively and have yielded fruitful results. Previous studies (Hardison et al., 1997; Dubchak et al., 2000; Korf et al., 2001 ) revealed that conserved sequences between different species are likely to be genes and can aid in identifying coding exons. Hence, programs using comparative analysis to identify genes have been developed enthusiastically. Combining dual-genome alignment with ab initio prediction, several comparative methods, such as the ROSETTA program (Batzoglou et al., 2000) , CEM program (Bafna and Huson, 2000) , TWINSCAN (Korf et al., 2001; Flicek et al., 2003) , DOUBLESCAN (Meyer and Durbin, 2002) , SGP-1/-2 (Wiehe et al., 2001; Parra et al., 2003) , and SLAM , have been successful in identifying gene structures. In contrast to approaches taking on single genomic sequence, cross-species gene finding programs use conserved sequences to enhance the accuracy of gene prediction. However, it has been shown that conserved sequences between two species also include non-coding regions (Deloukas et al., 2001; Kondrashov et al., 2002; Collins et al., 2003) . It is therefore a major challenge for cross-species gene finding approaches to distinguish coding regions from non-coding regions. In addition, these programs have difficulty finding AS variants because of their limitations inherent in ab initio prediction. Therefore, a novel comparative tool capable of simultaneously analyzing gene structures and AS variants needs to be developed.
In this paper, a new cross-species gene finding method named PSEP is described. PSEP combines CRASA-based alignment with comparative analysis between human and mouse to identify human gene structures and AS transcripts.
PSEP differs from other comparative approaches in that it takes account of conserved sequences between the human genome and mouse ESTs, in addition to genome comparison between the two species. Besides increasing true positives, this feature enables PSEP to effectively prevent possible false positives and partial true positives extracted from the conserved information between the human and mouse genomes. Therefore, the overall accuracy is greatly improved. In addition, PSEP can also detect AS transcripts. The abilities to detect AS and perform comparative analysis make PSEP suitable for studying AS in the context of evolution.
SYSTEM AND METHODS

Overview of the PSEP system
Genome annotation with PSEP includes two consecutive steps: sequence alignment and progressive signal extracting and patching (the "post-alignment processes").
The annotation steps are summarized in Figure 1 . Firstly, PSEP aligns the human genome against human ESTs (i.e., HGI, Human Gene Index), mouse ESTs (i.e., MGI, Mouse Gene Index), and the mouse genome simultaneously using the CRASA aligner. The resulting pairwise alignments are labeled as GH, GM, and GG, respectively.
After completing sequence alignment, post-alignment processes are used to extract coding regions from GH, GM, and GG. The post-alignment processes include three main steps: reduction of EST-matching results, gap-patching, and analysis of AS transcripts. For reduction of EST-matching results, a large amount of overprediction not removed by CRASA+ is filtered out with the aid of conserved sequences identified in the GM and GG data sets. For gap-patching, several rules are applied to progressively deal with gaps and mismatches. Gaps may be patched with reference to high-quality genomic sequence or the EST hits from GH or GM data sets. For the AS analysis, the patched EST matches, if judged to be redundant, are eliminated by a redundancy-removing rule. Then some filters are applied to further screen out potential artifacts. When the number of remaining patched EST matches is greater than one, these matches are considered as AS transcripts. In this study, four types of elementary alternatives including cassette (on/off) exons (Type 1), alternative donor (Type 2) and acceptor (Type 3) site, and retained introns (Type 4) are analyzed (Nurtdinov et al., 2003) .
As stated above, PSEP comparatively analyzes the CRASA+ annotated results on GH, GM, and GG data sets with a set of progressive signal extracting and patching post-alignment processes. The post-alignment processes contain three main steps: matched data reduction, gap-patching, and analysis of AS transcripts. A stepwise description of the post-alignment processing scheme is given below.
Sequence alignment
The aligner used here is CRASA (Chuang et al., 2003) . Unlike other EST-to-genome or genome-to-genome alignment tools such as BLASTZ (Schwartz et al., 2003) , BLAT (Kent, 2002) , SSAHA (Ning et al., 2001) , MegaBlast (Zhang et al., 2000) , or sim-x (Chao et al., 1995; 1997) , CRASA requires that the target databases (e.g., EST or genome databases) be reconstructed using pattern-based processing and hashing (or indexing) with binary codes in a multi-level pyramidal structure. Then the reorganized target databases are maintained in pyramidal databases. Because of the multi-leveled pyramidal structure and the corresponding pattern-associated binary code system, the database is highly efficient and can be 6 systematically managed. The low computational time complexity and the pyramid structure enable CRASA to perform parallel processing of query sequences without size limitation (Chuang et al., 2003) .
Post-alignment processes
Coding region extraction
PSEP employs several criteria to further reduce the EST-matching results of CRASA+ on the human genome (the GH data set). Only those EST matches that satisfy one of the following criteria are retained. Firstly, human ESTs each with ≥ 3 split fragments matched to the human genome are retained (Chuang et al. 2003) .
Secondly, if a human EST with < 3 split matched fragments and matched a human genomic sequence is also matched by a mouse EST(s) and the mouse genome, it is retained. From our test (Fig. 2) , we find that most ESTs with < 3 split matched fragments are false positives, and that mouse ESTs are a good filter to screen out such noises, which result from the huge number of human EST matches. The two criteria significantly decrease the number of false positives. Using the annotation on the ROSETTA set as an example, the number of EST matched fragments decreases from >5,500 in CRASA (considering all EST matches) to ~1,400 in CRASA+, and finally to 807 in PSEP (Fig. 2) . The number of the predicted transcripts also decreases from >4,000 in CRASA to ~1,000 in CRASA+, and finally to 425 in PSEP. Note that the above processes do not filter out the true positives in PSEP results. To the contrary, by the aid of conserved data, PSEP has a slightly higher sensitivity (Sn) value than CRASA+ (Table 1) . Figure 3 illustrates an example of the filtering process. A genomic sequence (accession number D14813, the ROSETTA data set) is aligned against human ESTs (TIGR HGI-12.0), mouse ESTs (TIGR MGI-11.0), and the mouse genome, respectively (Fig. 3A) . Nine matched ESTs with < 3 split matched fragments are therefore removed by PSEP (Fig. 3B) .
Gap patching
Gaps (or mismatches) in EST matching results can be ascribed to poor quality of EST sequences. Gaps can lead to large numbers of partial true positives and diminish the specificity of annotation results. In addition, an automatic process can be applied to filter out redundant matches after the patching process (will be discussed in "Analysis of AS transcripts"), thus enhancing the efficiency of the program. Hence, several rules are formulated here to patch up gaps between matched EST fragments. The terms used in these gap-patching rules are defined below. Please refer to Fig. 4 H_EST 5. Therefore, H_EST 5, which has 3 split matched fragments, is substituted by H_EST 5', which has 4 split matched fragments.
Gap-patching Rule D:
The same as Gap-patching Rule C except 1 S E ∈ GM data set.
In Fig. 5D , H_EST 6 and M_EST 1 satisfy Gap-patching Rule D, and a new fragment from M_EST 1 is inserted between 61 e and 62 e to form H_EST 6'.
Furthermore, sometimes Rules C and D create two gaps at both ends of the newly inserted fragment. For example, in Fig. 5D , and 92 e of H_EST 9. 
Analysis of AS transcripts
After completing the Gap-patching process, the redundancy of EST matches (or transcripts) becomes obvious ( Fig 5B) . Accordingly, a redundancy-removing rule is formulated below. in the predicted retained intron (i.e., the "no-internal-stop-codon" rule). Second, the exons must be hit by more than one matched fragment for each EST (i.e., the "no-single-EST-hit" rule). After the AS analysis executed on the ROSETTA set, the number of the PSEP-predicted transcripts (or exons) is further reduced from 425 (or 807) to 347 (or 688). Also see Fig. 2 , it is found 87.9% of CRASA matches, which are potential false positive or redundant predictions, are filtered out.
IMPLEMENTATION
The CRASA alignment was executed on the PC farm web server with a 64-node
Linux PC cluster at http://big.pcf.sinica.edu.tw/service/tools.php. The programs of PSEP post-alignment processes were written in the PERL language, and the visualization as well as the users' interface was written in the Java language.
Throughout the PSEP system, the time cost was bound to the sorting process of the CRASA alignment. The time complexity is O(k log k), while the total number of the matched 18-bp pattern sites is k (Chuang et al., 2003) . The number of k is proportional to the gene densities and sizes of the query sequences. All the programs were compiled and executed on the Linux operating system, and can be downloaded from http://www.sinica.edu.tw/~trees/PSEP/.
cDNA and genome database
The original cDNA databases were provided generously by TIGR (The Institute for The TIGR cDNA database provides assembled EST entries. EST-assemblies have two main advantages while applied to gene annotation. Firstly, low quality, misclustered or chimeric sequences are discarded during assembly, hence
EST-assemblies provide a high confidence consensus to represent each transcript.
The closely related but distinct transcripts isoforms can be also identified. Secondly, the consensus sequence produced is generally longer than the individual ESTs and can be used more efficiently than individual ESTs for annotation of genomic sequence (Quackenbush et al., 2000) . The original human and mouse genomic data are respectively versions build 33 and build 30 of NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Research, ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/).
Benchmark data sets
To evaluate the accuracy of the PSEP annotation, three benchmark data sets, the ELN gene region, the HoxA cluster, and the ROSETTA set were tested here. The 
Evaluating accuracy
In this paper, the measures of accuracy, including sensitivity and specificity, were defined previously by Burset and Guigó (1996) , and are described briefly below. At the nucleotide level, the sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp), and approximate Note that, besides the exactly correct and false positive exons, the predicted exons also involve partial true positive exons. Also note that other compared methods predict one transcript per gene locus, while PSEP identifies alternative forms.
Therefore, one of the PSEP annotated AS forms must be selected to derive sensitivity and specificity measures. In this study, the "best match" variant is used for computation. The "best match" is defined as the AS variant that has the smallest sum of FN plus FP among all the isoforms
Annotation results
In this study, the PSEP system is compared with CRASA+, GENSCAN, and other well-known comparative gene finding tools, including SLAM, TWINSCAN, SGP-1/-2, and the ROSETTA program. These programs were tested on the ELN gene region, HoxA cluster, and the ROSETTA data set, and the performances are listed in Table 1 . Note that TWINSCAN.p indicates TWINSCAN runs on customized syntenic human-mouse DNA pairs, rather than standard runs on the default informant database . Meanwhile, the performance data (at both the nucleotide and exon level) of GenScan, SLAM, TWINSCAN, TWISCAN.p, SGP-1/-2, and the ROSETTA program were taken directly from Alexandersson et al. . In addition, the ESTs of which the matched fragments sum up to be shorter than 120 bp in length.
Overprediction is expected to decrease by appending this step because the median (or mean) length of internal exons is about 122 (or 145) bp (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001). Although most overprediction is filtered out by CRASA+, some partial true and false positives are still retained in the CRASA+ annotation (see Fig. 2 and Table 1 ).
PSEP was also implemented by annotating human chromosome 20, and the results were compared with the homology-based Vega annotation (see Table 2 ). The annotation results including the PSEP-identified AS transcripts on three benchmark data sets and human chromosome 20 are respectively described below.
The ELN gene region
PSEP achieves 0.949, 0.960, and 0.953 for the Sn, Sp, and AC value at the nucleotide level; and 0.883, 0.117, 0.942, and 0.001 for the Sn, ME, Sp, and WE value at the exon level, respectively, when tested on the ELN gene region (Table 1) .
It is obvious that PSEP is superior to the other programs compared in terms of Sn and AC at the nucleotide level and in terms of Sn, Sp, and WE values at the exon level, although it performs slightly less well than SLAM and SGP-2 predictors in the Sp value at the nucleotide level and TWINCAN-based predictors in the ME value at exon level. In particular, PSEP performs exceptionally well in the WE value, yielding merely one false positive exon. This "false positive exon" is identified by two EST entries (NP414382 and NP414383), each matches all the exons of the ELN gene, in addition to this "false positive exon". Therefore, it is suggested that this false positive exon is a cassette on exon of the RefSeq-annotated ELN gene.
Moreover, five partial true positive exons are also identified in the PSEP annotation.
These partial true positive exons are believed to have resulted from alternative acceptor/donor sites, which fall in the RFC2, WBSCR1, and ELN genes. In addition, we also find an AS transcript with a cassette off exon in contrast to the CYLE2 gene annotated by RefSeq. Overall, all genes in the ELN gene region, they are the CYLE2, RFC2, WBSCR5, WBSCR1, LIMK1, and ELN genes, have AS forms, including two genes (WBSCR5 and LIMK1) annotated in both the RefSeq and the PSEP annotation, and the other identified by PSEP only.
The HoxA cluster
For the HoxA cluster, the PSEP annotation gives 0.994, 0.693, and 0.832 for the Sn, Sp, and AC value at the nucleotide level; and 0.955, 0.000, 0.500, and 0.357 for the Sn, ME, Sp, and WE value at the exon level, respectively (Table 1) . The Sn values (including nucleotide and exon level) of CRASA+ and PSEP are both better than those of the other five annotation tools. However, PSEP gives lower specificity values than SLAM and TWINSCAN.p especially at the nucleotide level. The reason is that the sizes of 15 false positive exons identified by PSEP are very large, and the total size of these false positives is more than 5,100 bases. Nevertheless, PSEP gains the highest average Sn and Sp values among all the compared programs at the exon level. Furthermore, all the annotation programs tested overpredict exon numbers (the Sp values are barely higher than 0.5 in the best cases), although the ME values of these programs are very low (the ME values of all programs are zero except that of SGP-2). The reason for exon number overprediction is the manifestly high level of conservation between human and mouse in both coding and non-coding regions of the HoxA cluster. In contrast to the average of 36% non-coding sequence conservation between the human and mouse genomes (Makalowski et al., 1996) , the intron and intergenic sequences of HoxA cluster are 69% identical at the DNA level between the two species . As for the AS analysis, four AS variants are detected in the HoxA cluster, including three cassette on exons and one retained intron. Overall, two genes (HOXA4 and HOXA9) out of eleven have
AS forms.
The ROSETTA test set Table 1 shows that the PSEP annotation gains the highest sensitivity on the ROSETTA test set at both the nucleotide and exon levels. The PSEP-annotated Sn respectively. Note that 30 transcripts contain more than one type of elementary alternatives (e.g. some AS exons differ from RefSeq-annotated exons at both boundaries). Therefore, the numbers of Type 2, 3 and 4 transcripts sum up to 191, rather than 161 (Table 4) . And the total number of AS transcripts is 210 (49+40+39+112-30). Table 4 shows that about half of the observed AS transcripts belong to Type 4 (retained intron). Since Type 4 elementary alternatives were reported to contain a substantial number of aberrant or artefactual EST data (Nurtdinov et al., 2003) , a filter was applied to screen out these error-prone data. (Johnson et al., 2003) . On the other hand, 162 out of the 210 elementary alternatives (77.1%) identified are conserved between the human and mouse genomes. This result is consistent with the observation (~75% conserved) reported by Nurtdinov et al. (Nurtdinov et al., 2003) .
PSEP Annotations of Human Chromosome 20
The annotation results of PSEP on human chromosome 20 are shown in Table 2 For the ROSETTA set, the WE value of PSEP annotation is the smallest, although the Sp value of PSEP is smaller than those of the other comparative gene finders. Part of the reason could be that ESTs contain untranslated regions, which will result in identification of partial true and wrong exons when employed by PSEP.
However, the major reason for the low Sp value is the involvement of "extra" AS variants identified by PSEP. AS variants in addition to the RefSeq annotation (i.e., 118 transcripts) are also identified in EASED (Extended Alternatively Spliced EST Database (Pospisil et al., 2004) ) and the Ensembl database (Table 5) . It is also found that 14 and 165 of the 210 PSEP predicted AS transcripts are also annotated in the Ensembl database and EASED (Table 6 ). Furthermore, part of EASED predicted AS variants are experimentally proved to be true (Brett et al., 2000) . Therefore, we believe that a considerable number of AS transcripts are missed in the RefSeq annotation. Nevertheless, we believe that EASED over-predicts the number of AS transcripts. Firstly, EASED employs dbEST to predict AS variants. This EST database is known to include a large number of incomplete transcripts, making the approach error-prone because two unassembled EST matches may be considered as two different transcripts. Secondly, EASED identifies AS variants by blasting EST entries against mRNA sequences without verifying the AS variants on genomic sequences. Thirdly, EASED does not take into account splicing signals. In contrast, PSEP applies the TIGR gene indices (e.g., HGI and MGI), which is an assembled-EST database, hence reducing the possibility of including incomplete EST entries. And the EST-to-genome comparison approach that PSEP employs provides more information than the EST-to-mRNA approach (e.g. splicing signal).
In addition, several criteria have been applied to screen out potentially aberrant or redundant AS variants (the criteria will be discussed in the next paragraph).
Moreover, the percentage of AS genes indicated by PSEP (76.2%) is very close to the experimentally validated figure (74% or above) (Johnson et al., 2003) , and the percentage of conserved AS variants observed in this study (77.1%) is very close to that previously reported (~75%) (Nurtdinov et al., 2003) . Therefore, the number of the PSEP-annotated variants is very likely true. In Table 6 , it also reveals that 31 AS variants identified by PSEP are not found in EASED and the Ensembl database.
These "additional" variants result from the utilization of long and assembled EST entries that are not assembled in dbEST (25 transcripts), and from the inclusion of mouse EST information (6 transcripts, see Fig. 6 for an example). On the other hand, the Ensembl database may have under-predicted the number of AS variants. Take the ROSSETTA data set as an example. Ensembl only identifies AS variants in 16.6% of the 84 multiple-exon genes, which is much lower than the reported 74% experimentally verified figure (Johnson et al., 2003) .
When tested on human chromosome 20, PSEP identifies 97.6% of the non-redundant exons annotated by Vega (ME value 0.024, Table 2 ), but yields higher numbers of AS forms and non-redundant exons than those of Vega annotations. Since the Vega database is strictly reviewed, it is probable that Vega underestimates the number of AS variants. According to Vega, the percentage of multi-exon genes that contain AS forms is approximately 52.8%. Again, the number is remarkably lower than the 74% figure derived from experiments on 10,000 multi-exon human genes (Johnson et al., 2003) . In contrast, PSEP identifies about 76.0% of genes that have AS forms. The figure is very close to that derived from the ROSETTA dataset (76.2%) and Johnson et al's (2003) (Collins et al., 2003; Nurtdinov et al., 2003) . Therefore, it is quite difficult to distinguish between true AS and aberrant splicing. PSEP employs a redundancy-removing rule and a set of criteria (including the GT/AG splicing signal rule, the "continuous-EST-match" rule, the "no-internal-stop-codon" rule and the "no-single-EST-hit" rule) to effectively reduce the amount of possible aberrant or redundant splicing (see METHODS for details). As about 20% of the pre-screening AS variants are filtered out by these criteria (from 425 to 347), the remaining transcripts are of high quality and believed to be reliable predictions.
One of the most important improvements that PSEP has accomplished is that it effectively reduces overprediction without sacrificing sensitivity in gene identification. It has been shown that overpridiction can be decreased by adding comparative genomic information to ab intio prediction results (Flicek et al., 2003; Alexandersson et al., 2003) . This study demonstrates another approach by combing EST matching data with comparative genomic information without involving ab initio approaches. It is clear that PSEP yields higher overall accuracy than other approaches owing to decreased wrong exon rates and increased sensitivity. The inclusion of mouse as well as human EST matching information is the main reason for specificity improvement. Note that PSEP performs significantly better than CRASA+, which includes human but not mouse EST information, in terms of Sp and WE values (Table 1) . Mouse EST matching provides information regarding conserved coding sequences between the human and mouse genomes. One disadvantage of other comparative approaches is that they generally have difficulties distinguishing coding from non-coding conservation, thereby leading to overprediction, which we showed is correctable with the aid of mouse EST matching information. Although the inability to extract coding sequences from conserved regions has been observed and improved in several programs, such as the CNS prediction of SLAM , PSEP still outperforms these tools. It is noteworthy that PSEP is essentially a comparative tool. Therefore, PSEP faces a problem common to comparative approaches. That is, it generally performs less well for sequences that are highly conserved both in coding and non-coding regions, such as the HoxA cluster. It is also notable that PSEP relies heavily on the quality and completeness of EST databases. PSEP will become even more powerful as high-quality, more comprehensive EST databases of species other than human and mouse become available.
PSEP is a useful tool for cross-species analysis of gene structures and AS patterns. It can identify potential novel genes and AS variants of biomedical significance for further analysis. For example, PSEP may identify developmentalor tissue-specific AS, which is potentially critical to developing treatments for certain complex diseases. AS variants identified by PSEP can also be analyzed for their influence on protein structure and can be applied to drug development and discretionary medical care. Moreover, the ability of PSEP to pinpoint differences in AS patterns between species is highly applicable to evolutionary studies. For instance, cross species AS analysis can reveal the evolution path of additional (missing) exons, help clarify how different AS forms lead to physio-morphological disparity, or identify conserved AS patterns across several species.
The annotation results of the test data sets and the programs of the PSEP system, including the visualization tool, can be downloaded from http://www.sinica.edu.tw/~trees/PSEP/. The PSEP annotation on whole genomes will be constructed on the web site in the coming months.
all the contributing sequencing centers and scientists who provided the public sequence data and annotation results that made this work possible. By the definition of Sn and ME at the exon level (Burset and Guigó, 1996) , partial true exons are not considered as "missing exons" in ME value calculation, whereas these exons are not taken as "correct exons" either. Therefore, the existence of partial true exons can make Sn values smaller than 100% while still keep ME values at zero. The SLAM paper presented the same situation. 
